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Over-1000nm near-infrared fluorescent biodegradable
polymer nanoparticles for deep tissue in vivo imaging
in the second biological window
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INTRODUCTION

Near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence bioimaging
has received considerable attention in biome-
dical research owing to its attractive features,
such as excellent tissue penetration and low
phototoxicity.1,2 Most of the currently used
fluorescent probes have several drawbacks,
such as low body penetration and high
phototoxicity, because they are excited by
ultraviolet (UV; o400 nm) or short wave-
length visible (VIS; 400–700 nm) light. As an
alternative, NIR light solves these problems
and provides a new opportunity to observe
deep parts of the body with low phototoxi-
city. Because of this, the NIR wavelength
range (700–1800 nm) is called the ‘biological
window’ and is widely used for in vivo
fluorescence imaging.3 In particular, the
over-1000 nm (OTN-) NIR region is of wide
interest as a novel wavelength region for use
in fluorescence imaging. The OTN-NIR
region consists of the ‘NIR-II’ (the second
biological window: 1000–1350 nm) and the
‘NIR-III’ (the third biological window:
1500–1800 nm) regions, and NIR light in
these regions can penetrate the body deeper
than the currently used NIR-I (first biological
window: 700–900 nm) region.3–5 Various
nanomaterials, such as quantum dots,6

single-wall carbon nanotubes7 and rare-
earth-doped ceramic nanoparticles,8–11 are
well known to demonstrate OTN-NIR emis-
sion; many researchers, including our group,
have reported successful in vivo fluorescence
imaging using these nanomaterials. However,
synthesis of these nanoparticles requires high
levels of chemical experimental skill and is
time consuming. In addition, these OTN-NIR
phosphors comprise metal or inorganic nano-
materials, and thus are difficult to use in
human clinical applications.

To address this, several researchers have
recently attempted to use low-molecular-
weight OTN-NIR fluorescent dyes for
in vivo imaging applications.12–14 Because
low-molecular-weight compounds can be
cleared from the blood by a renal clearance
mechanism, low-molecular-weight dyes are
attractive candidates for human clinical appli-
cations. Several kinds of laser dyes, such as
IR-26, IR-1048 and IR-1061, are known to
show OTN-NIR emission. However, because
these kinds of OTN-NIR dyes possess cyanine
or thiopyrilium structures, these dyes are
poorly soluble in water, making it difficult
to obtain stable OTN-NIR emission in an
aqueous environment. Although IR-1061 can
be soluble in water at low concentrations, it is
difficult to disperse and circulate in blood at
high concentrations.
To solve this problem, encapsulation of

OTN-NIR dyes in biocompatible polymer
nanoparticles for use in in vivo imaging has
been reported.12,13 In these studies, dyes are
loaded into the hydrophobic layer of polymer
nanoparticles, thus allowing OTN-NIR emis-
sion in an aqueous environment. However,
synthesis of these materials involves the use of
several different kinds of polymer materials, a
stepwise mixing process and/or formation of
a layer-by-layer structure.12,13 Therefore,
sample preparation requires a complicated
procedure and a long preparation time.
Furthermore, successful blood circulation of
nanoparticles requires an adequate particle
size. It is well known that nanoparticles
ranging from 10 to 100 nm can circulate in
the blood with a long half-life.15 In contrast,
small size nanoparticles (o10 nm) are rapidly
cleared by the kidneys, whereas large size
nanoparticles (4100 nm) are trapped by the
reticuloendothelial system. Additionally, a

long blood half-life for the nanoparticle
increase its accumulation at the tumor. This
phenomenon is well known as the enhanced
permeability and retention effect, and
numerous anticancer drug delivery studies
have been performed based on this
phenomenon.16 Therefore, control of nano-
particle size is required for successful in vivo
imaging. For these reasons, the development
of a size-controllable OTN-NIR dye-loaded
biocompatible polymer nanoparticle with
an easy preparation method is required.
Additionally, to address the safety problem
after imaging experiments and diagnoses,
a biodegradable polymer is also preferred
for use as the polymer material.16,17 A biode-
gradable polymer can be degraded by hydro-
lytic cleavage, and thus can be easily cleared
by the renal clearance mechanism.
In this study, we have developed OTN-NIR

dye-loaded polymer micelles based on the
OTN-NIR dye IR-1061 and the biocompati-
ble and amphiphilic block copolymer, poly
(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-block-poly(ε-capro-
lactone) (PCL) (PEG-b-PCL), for use as an
OTN-NIR in vivo imaging fluorescence probe
(Figure 1). PEG-b-PCL possesses both a
hydrophilic PEG group and a hydrophobic
PCL group, and thus can easily form a stable
polymer micelle in an aqueous environment.
The PEG-b-PCL micelle possesses a hydro-
phobic core and it can be used as a nano-
carrier for hydrophobic compounds, such as
anticancer drugs or fluorescent dyes.17

Because of the poor water solubility of
IR-1061, it is effectively encapsulated into
the hydrophobic core of the PEG-b-PCL
micelles via a simple ‘one-pot’ procedure.
Additionally, both the IR-1061 dye and
PEG-b-PCL are commercially available
reagents. Therefore, the IR-1061-loaded
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PEG-b-PCL micelles (OTN-PNPs) can be
easily prepared without special chemical
experimental skills. Furthermore, the particle
size of PEG-b-PCL micelles can be fine-tuned
by changing the chain length of the polymers,
the solvent amount and/or the polymer/
solvent ratio.18 Thus, the particle size of
the OTN-PNPs can be easily controlled
by the preparation conditions. In addition,
because the PCL segment is biodegradable,
the OTN-PNPs are expected to also be
biodegradable. The preparation and the eva-
luation of OTN-PNPs as an OTN-NIR in vivo
imaging fluorescence probe is discussed in
detail below.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials
PEG-b-PCL (Mn= 5000/5000) was pur-
chased from Polymer Source (Montreal,
QC, Canada). IR-1061 was purchased from
Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). Aceto-
nitrile (ACN), sodium hydroxide (NaOH)
and penicillin–streptomycin were purchased
from Wako Pure Chemical Industries
(Osaka, Japan). WST reagent (Cell Counting
Kit-8) was purchased from Dojindo Labora-
tories (Kumamoto, Japan). Minimum essen-
tial medium was purchased from Thermo
Scientific (Waltham, MA, USA). Fetal bovine
serum was purchased from Biowest (Nuaille,
France). All reagents were used without
further purification.

Preparation of OTN-PNPs
PEG-b-PCL solution (0.4 mM; 1 ml) in
ACN and IR-1061 dye solution (130 mM;
100–350 μl) in ACN were mixed in a vial,
followed by a rapid addition of distilled water.
The final volume of ACN/water mixture
samples were 3.0 ml. ACN was allowed
to evaporate from the aqueous OTN-PNP
solution during stirring at room temperature
for 9 h. The obtained OTN-PNPs were
purified by centrifuge filter purification
(MWCO 10 000 Da, 20000 g, 15 min, 3 times)
and then dispersed in distilled water.

Characterization of OTN-PNPs
The absorption spectra of the OTN-PNP
samples were measured using a UV/VIS/
NIR spectrophotometer (U-4000, Hitachi,
Japan). The hydrodynamic diameter of
the OTN-PNP samples were determined
by dynamic light scattering using LB-250
(Horiba, Kyoto, Japan). The emission spectra
of the OTN-PNP samples were measured
using a spectrometer (NIR-256-1.7; Avantes,
Apeldoorn, Netherlands) equipped with a
fiber-coupled laser diode (SP-976-5-1015-7;
Laser Components, Olching, Germany) as the
980 nm excitation source.

Hydrolytic degradation of OTN-PNPs
The accelerated hydrolytic degradation of
OTN-PNPs was performed under alkaline
conditions. The OTN-PNPs were dispersed
in NaOH solution (0–1 M) and vigorously
stirred for 3 days. The degradation of

OTN-PNPs was evaluated by dynamic light
scattering measurement.

Cell cytotoxicity
HeLa cells were cultured in minimum essen-
tial medium containing 10% fetal bovine
serum and 1% penicillin–streptomycin at
37 °C in a humidified atmosphere containing
5% CO2. The cell cytotoxicity of OTN-PNPs
was assessed in HeLa cells by a standard WST
proliferation assay. Briefly, cells were seeded
in 96-well microtiter plates with 1× 104 cells
per well and allowed to adhere for 24 h prior
assay. The cells were exposed to various
concentration (0.01–100 μg ml− 1 on IR-1061
dye) of the free IR-1061 dye or the OTN-PNP
for 24 h at 37 °C, followed by washing
with PBS, after which the cell viability was
evaluated using the WST assay. Absorption
was measured at 450 nm in a microplate
reader (Multiskan FC; Thermo Scientific).

OTN-NIR fluorescence in vivo imaging
All animal care and experiments were con-
ducted according to the guidelines on care
and use of laboratory animals at the Tokyo
University of Science. Male 3-week-old ICR
mice were purchased from Sankyo Labo
Service (Tokyo, Japan). Before in vivo
imaging experiments, to lower the levels of
body phosphorescent alfalfa, the mice were
fed the AIN-76A diet (Research Diets,
New Brunswick, NJ, USA) for 20 days. After
this, the mice were anesthetized, and their
hair was removed to avoid light scattering.
Following this, 200 μl of the OTN-PNP
dispersion in physiological saline (80 μg ml− 1

of dye) was injected into the tail vein. The
OTN-NIR fluorescence images were observed
using an OTN-NIR fluorescence in vivo
imaging system (NIS-OPT, Shimadzu, Japan).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Because of the OTN-NIR dye, IR-1061 has a
strong absorption around the 1000 nm wave-
length region; hence, it can be excited using a
980 nm laser excitation source. As shown in
Supplementary Figure S1, IR-1061 has a
strong OTN-NIR emission at 1110 nm, which
is in the NIR-II wavelength region. Because
the penetrability of the NIR-II region is
the highest in the OTN-NIR wavelength
region,2,4 the IR-1061 dye has ideal fluores-
cence wavelengths for use as an OTN-NIR
fluorescent probe. The OTN-PNPs were pre-
pared by simple mixing of PEG-b-PCL
and IR-1061 dye in a water/ACN mixture
solution. Supplementary Figure S2 shows the
emission spectra of OTN-PNPs with different
nominal concentrations of OTN-NIR dye.
As a result of this analysis, the maximum
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Figure 1 Schematic illustration of the design of OTN-PNPs.
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emission intensities of the OTN-PNPs at
1110 nm were found to be dependent on
the dye concentration. Figure 2a shows the
emission intensity changes of OTN-PNPs at
1110 nm at different dye concentrations.
From these results, at dye concentrations
⩽ 14× 10− 3 mg ml− 1, OTN-PNPs displayed

a dye concentration-dependent increase in
emission intensity. In contrast, at dye con-
centrations 414× 10−3 mg ml− 1, the emis-
sion intensity of the OTN-PNPs decreased
with increasing dye concentrations. This is
probably due to the high concentration of dye
in the core of the OTN-PNPs causing

fluorescence quenching. Therefore, at a
dye concentration of 14× 10− 3 mg ml− 1,
OTN-PNPs displayed the strongest OTN-
NIR emission intensity. In addition, the total
dye loading of the OTN-PNPs obtained
(dye concentration= 14× 10− 3 mg ml− 1)
was ~ 0.4% (expressed as mass of incorpo-
rated dye per mass of dye/PEG-b-PCL
mixtures). Furthermore, the effect of dye
concentration on the particle size of OTN-
PNPs was also evaluated. Supplementary
Figure S3 shows the average particle size of
OTN-PNPs at different dye concentrations.
From these data, the average particle size
of the OTN-PNPs was almost constant
(ca. 40 nm), regardless of dye concentrations.
Therefore, we focused on a dye loading level
of 0.4% in the OTN-PNPs for further
evaluation.
The stability of the OTN-PNPs under

physiological conditions was also evaluated.
Figure 2b shows the particle size distribution
of OTN-PNPs in physiological saline.
The average particle size of OTN-PNPs was
45± 20 nm, and it was almost the same size

Figure 3 Hydrolysis of OTN-PNP at different NaOH concentrations (measurement sample: 0.4%
dye-loaded OTN-PNP).

Figure 2 Characterization of OTN-PNPs. (a) Emission intensity of OTN-PNP at 1110 nm at different dye concentrations. The emission measurements
were obtained using water as the dispersion medium. The excitation wavelength was 980 nm with a laser power of 4.22 W. (b) Particle size distribution of
OTN-PNPs in physiological saline measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS). (Measurement sample: 0.4% dye-loaded OTN-PNP.) (c) Time dependence of
the average particle size of OTN-PNPs in physiological saline measured by DLS. (Measurement sample: 0.4% dye-loaded OTN-PNP.) (d) Emission spectra
of OTN-NIR dye alone and OTN-PNPs in physiological saline. (Measurement sample: 0.4% dye-loaded OTN-PNP). The emission measurements were
obtained using water as the dispersion medium. The excitation wavelength was 980 nm with a laser power of 4.22 W.
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in pure water (Supplementary Figure S3).
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 2c, the
OTN-PNPs were also stable in physiological
saline and no change in OTN-PNP particle
size or size distribution was observed for up
to 3 days. Moreover, the OTN-NIR emission
of the OTN-PNPs in physiological saline was
also recorded (Figure 2d). As mentioned
above, the IR-1061 dye is poorly soluble in
water, and thus it is difficult to measure
OTN-NIR emission in an aqueous environ-
ment. As expected, the free dye did not show
OTN-NIR emission at 980 nm excitation in
physiological saline (Figure 2d). In contrast,
the OTN-PNPs displayed a strong OTN-NIR
emission in physiological saline (Figure 2d).
These results indicate that the OTN-NIRs
possess high dispersion and excellent
emission stabilities.

Next, the biodegradability of the OTN-
PNPs was investigated using an accelerated
hydrolytic degradation test. Because the PCL
segment can be degraded by hydrolytic clea-
vage under acidic or alkaline conditions,19–21

PCL is well known as a biodegradable poly-
mer. Generally, nanoparticles (do100 nm)
are taken up by cells via endocytosis pathway
and it causes acidic hydrolysis. Therefore,
OTN-PNPs are expected to show biodegrad-
ability in the body. However, acidic hydrolysis
of nanoparticles under near-neutral condi-
tions such as endosomal pH (6–6.5) is little
difficult to observe in a short time, due to
mild effect of acid. Therefore, in this study,
as a proof of concept, commonly used
accelerated hydrolytic degradation test
under alkaline conditions was performed.19

The OTN-PNPs were dispersed in NaOH
solutions (0–1.0 M) and time-dependent

changes in OTN-PNP particle size were
evaluated (Figure 3). From this analysis, the
average particle size of the OTN-PNPs did
not change in normal water (0 M NaOH) for
3 days. However, in the case of the NaOH
solutions, the particle size of the OTN-PNP
samples changed markedly. In 0.1 M NaOH
solution, an obvious time-dependent increase
in the OTN-PNP particle size was observed.
This is probably caused by cleavage of the
ester groups in the PCL chains by alkaline
hydrolysis leading to aggregation of the
nanoparticles and/or the IR-1061 molecules.
Furthermore, as denoted by an asterisk, in a
1.0 M NaOH solution, although the particle
size of the OTN-PNPs could be measured just
after dispersion in solution (0 h), it could not
be measured 24 h later. This is also probably
due to the fact that the OTN-PNPs were
degraded immediately in the high alkali
conditions. These results suggest that the
ONT-PNPs are likely to be biodegradable.
For clinical use, a fluorescent probe with

low toxicity is important. To begin to address
this, the cell cytotoxicity of the OTN-PNPs
were evaluated using a standard WST assay
(Figure 4). As a result, the free IR-1061 dye
did not show any obvious cell cytotoxicity.
Additionally, OTN-PNPs also have little effect
on cell viability even at high concentrations
(⩽100 μg ml− 1). Therefore, we conclude
that OTN-PNPs have minimal toxicity
and are likely to have good biological safety.
From these data, we anticipated that the
OTN-PNPs could be successfully used as
OTN-NIR imaging probes.
Finally, we examined blood vessel imaging

of live mice using the OTN-PNPs. An
important feature of the OTN-PNPs is their
ability to obtain high-resolution imaging of
blood vessels in live mice. For blood vessel
imaging, OTN-PNPs were injected into male
ICR mice via the tail vain and the OTN-NIR
fluorescence image was obtained up to 1 min
post injection. Figure 5 shows the room light
image (a) and OTN-NIR fluorescence image
(b) of the OTN-PNP-injected mice. From
these data, Figure 5b shows that the blood
vessels of the right leg of a live mouse can be
observed, without the observation window
or dissection. This result also suggests that
OTN-PNPs have a high potential for use
in vivo fluorescence imaging of the deep parts
of a mouse body.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, using the OTN-NIR
dye IR-1061-loaded polymer micelles,
OTN-PNPs were successfully obtained using
a simple one-pot preparation method. The
prepared OTN-PNPs were well dispersed and

Figure 4 Cell cytotoxicity of OTN-PNPs against HeLa cells (measurement sample: 0.4% dye-loaded
OTN-PNP).

Figure 5 OTN-NIR fluorescence in vivo imaging of a live mouse. (a) Room light and (b) OTN-NIR
image, respectively. (Emission measurement: excitation wavelength, 980 nm; laser strength, 4.22 W;
scale bar: 10 mm).
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had a strong OTN-NIR emission under
physiological conditions. Furthermore, the
OTN-PNPs were readily biodegradable; thus,
it is anticipated that the renal clearance of the
degraded material will occur after imaging
experiments. Additionally, the OTN-PNPs
showed minimal cell cytotoxicity over the
range of doses that could be used in in vivo
imaging. Moreover, in vivo imaging of a live
mouse was successfully performed. The blood
vessels of a live mouse could be clearly
illuminated using the OTN-NIR emission
of OTN-PNPs. Therefore, the OTN-PNPs
obtained in this study are promising
candidates for NIR imaging probes.
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